
610 & 611 AMS Retriever® Reels
1. Loosen thumb screw (4101) to 

detach female base mount (4102) 
from quiver/clamp assembly. 

2. Keep the slab nut (4100) in the 
back of the female base mount. 

3. Position the female base mount, 
as shown, over the sight holes on 
your bow riser and secure with the 
3/8” screws (1009) provided. 

4. Re-attach assembly to the female base mount but do not tighten. 
5. Position reel on the bow at the desired location.

 »      Note how clamp and quiver allows the reel to move forward and back, up and down. 
Adjust reel so index finger easily reaches trigger while holding the bow. If Retriever 
is too far forward, reverse female base mount on the bow riser. If more distance is 
needed between bow riser and bottle, remove entire assembly, add 3/16” spacer, 
and attach with 7/8” screws provided.

6. When the AMS Retriever® is in the correct location, tighten the 
thumb screw completely. 

7. After mounting the reel, thread the narrow end of the trigger guard 
into a hole on the riser. The Trigger Guard is the long rubber sleeve 
that helps prevent excess loose line from tangling with trigger. 
Simply push the narrow end into a hole on bow riser. If no hole is 
available, use a zip-tie to secure the end of the trigger guard to bow 
riser. This feature prevents any excess or loose line from getting 
behind the trigger.

8. To insert arrow into quiver, align arrow parallel to it, push in one 
end and then other. Arrow should be between the bottle and riser. 

9. Use the line retainer before each shot to prevent line tangling with 
bow and components.

Mounting to Traditional Bows
Our Traditional Mount Kit (M107) mounts any 
AMS Retriever® directly to a traditional bow 
without drilling! Simply position the mount on 
your bow with pins pointing toward bowstring. 
Stretch rubber straps around bow, cross over the 
mount and hook straps over pins. Install AMS 
Retriever® to bracket using 3/8” screws provided 
with reel. Follow mounting instructions above.

Installation of AMS Retrievers® on Crossbows
The Sleek-X Crossbow Mount can be used on crossbows that have 
standard quiver holes in the fore-grip (1 5/16” center to center). If your 
crossbow has a picatinny rail you’ll also need the AMS Picatinny Rail 
Adapter. (sold separately)

Sleek-X Mounting Instructions
1. Remove the quiver from crossbow if necessary. The Sleek-X will fit a 

vertical or horizontal quiver hole pattern.
2. Detach handle of the Sleek-X from its mounting block and attach 

block to the crossbow using screws provided.
3. Re-attach Sleek-X handle to the mounting block and tighten T-screw.
4. Attach the AMS Retriever® to the Sleek-X handle. Adjust location to 

fit your hand by loosening the T-screw on Retriever.
5. Thread the trigger guard through the lower holes in the handle or 

use a zip-tie to attach it to the handle.
6. Attach bowfishing line directly to the ring on the crossbow bolt. The 

ring is used  instead of EverGlide® Safety Slide® on crossbow bolts to 
better avoid interference with retention spring.

7. Insert bolt under retention spring. Keep ring and bowfishing line in 
front of the  crossbow. The stop screw should be oriented to the side 
to clear retention spring. Before shooting, make sure the screw on 
crossbow bolt clears retention spring and other parts of crossbow.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJWQPCumtVY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Myhq_FzR5dw

